
Serving the Caribbean and Latin America

Why Fabric?
Cost
The cost of FlowCon Diffusers is 20-60% Less than Metal. The savings is in the labor time required to install 
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increased size.

The cost savings of FlowCon diffusers are even more dramatic when compared to double wall spiral metal, or 
premium materials like aluminum, stainless or PVC coated. 
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Maintenance
Whether your air delivery system is fabric or metal, it will require cleaning sometime over its useful life. Cleaning 
metal duct work can be expensive and those costs are often overlooked, considering that a duct system must 
be cleaned inside and out.

Cleaning
When it comes time to clean your FlowCon diffuser system, it can be easily removed and simply laundered. The 
cleaning process can involve either vacuum cleaning and/or hand or machine washing depending on the fabric. 
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industrial washing machines.

Weight
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with FlowCon diffuser systems means lighter roof loads.

Shipping
FlowCon diffusers are packaged and shipped to any location directly from our manufacturing facility. Smaller, 
lighter packages mean faster and less expensive shipping.

Graphics
We now offer custom printing for your FlowCon diffuser system. You can use it for your own logo or sell ad 
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Why Fabric?
Cost
The cost of FlowCon Diffusers is 20-60% Less than Metal. The savings is in the labor time required to install 
FlowCon diffusers versus a comparable metal system. It may require five times more labor to install metal. 

Savings increase with diameter. Unlike metal, FlowCon installation costs do not increase significantly with 
increased size.

The cost savings of FlowCon diffusers are even more dramatic when compared to double wall spiral metal, or 
premium materials like aluminum, stainless or PVC coated. 

Most fittings used in sheet metal design can also be constructed of fabric and are less costly.

Maintenance
Whether your air delivery system is fabric or metal, it will require cleaning sometime over its useful life. Cleaning 
metal duct work can be expensive and those costs are often overlooked, considering that a duct system must 
be cleaned inside and out.

Cleaning
When it comes time to clean your FlowCon diffuser system, it can be easily removed and simply laundered. The 
cleaning process can involve either vacuum cleaning and/or hand or machine washing depending on the fabric. 
FlowCon diffuser systems are designed with zippered sections for ease of handling and are sized to fit into 
industrial washing machines.

Weight
The weight of a FlowCon diffuser system can be significantly less than a comparable metal system. Designing 
with FlowCon diffuser systems means lighter roof loads.

Shipping
FlowCon diffusers are packaged and shipped to any location directly from our manufacturing facility. Smaller, 
lighter packages mean faster and less expensive shipping.

Graphics
We now offer custom printing for your FlowCon diffuser system. You can use it for your own logo or sell ad 
space and turn your cost into profits.
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